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Abstract
Minimum patch size criteria for habitat protection reflect the conservation principle that a single large (SL) patch of habitat has higher biodiversity than several small (SS) patches of the same total area (SL > SS). Nonetheless, this principle is often incorrect, and biodiversity conservation requires placing more emphasis on protection of large numbers of small patches (SS > SL). We used a global database reporting the abundances of species across hundreds of patches to assess the SL > SS principle in systems where small patches are much smaller than the typical minimum patch size criteria applied for biodiversity conservation (i.e., ~85% of patches < 100 ha). The 76 metacommunities we examined included 4401 species in 1190 patches. From each metacommunity, we resampled species–area accumulation curves to evaluate how biodiversity responded to habitat existing as a few large patches or as many small patches. Counter to the SL > SS principle and consistent with previous syntheses, species richness accumulated more rapidly when adding several small patches (45.2% SS > SL vs. 19.9% SL > SS) to reach the same cumulative area, even for the very small patches in our data set. Responses of taxa to habitat fragmentation differed, which suggests that when a given total area of habitat is to be protected, overall biodiversity conservation will be most effective if that habitat is composed of as many small patches as possible, plus a few large ones. Because minimum patch size criteria often require larger patches than the small patches we examined, our results suggest that such criteria hinder efforts to protect biodiversity.
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Obstrucción de la conservación de la biodiversidad por el criterio del tamaño mínimo del fragmento

Resumen: Los criterios de tamaño mínimo de los fragmentos para la protección de los hábitats reflejan el principio de conservación según el cual un fragmento único grande (UG) de hábitat tiene mayor biodiversidad que varios fragmentos pequeños (VP) de la misma superficie total (UG > VP). Sin embargo, este principio a menudo es incorrecto; en su lugar, la conservación de la biodiversidad debería enfatizar más la protección de un gran número de pequeñas parcelas (VP > UG). Utilizamos una base de datos mundial que recopila la abundancia de especies en cientos de fragmentos para evaluar el principio UG > VP en sistemas donde los fragmentos pequeños son mucho menores que los criterios comunes de tamaño mínimo de fragmento aplicados para la conservación de la biodiversidad (es decir, ~85% de parches < 100 ha). Las 76 metacomunidades analizadas...
incluyeron 4,401 especies en 1,190 parcelas. Volvimos a muestrear las curvas de acumulación especie-área en cada metacomunidad para evaluar cómo respondía la biodiversidad al hábitat: como unas pocas manchas grandes o como fragmentos de muchas manchas pequeñas. Contrario al principio UG > VP y en congruencia con síntesis anteriores, la riqueza de especies se acumuló con mayor rapidez al añadir varios fragmentos pequeños (45.2% VP > UG frente a 19.9% UG > VP) para alcanzar la misma área acumulada, incluso para los fragmentos muy pequeños de nuestro conjunto de datos. Las respuestas de los taxones a la fragmentación del hábitat fueron diferentes, lo que sugiere que, cuando se trata de proteger una determinada superficie total de hábitat, la conservación global de la biodiversidad será más efectiva si ese hábitat está compuesto por el mayor número posible de pequeños fragmentos, más unos cuantos fragmentos grandes. Dado que los criterios de tamaño mínimo exigen a menudo fragmentos más grandes que los pequeños que examinamos, nuestros resultados sugieren que tales criterios dificultan los esfuerzos por proteger la biodiversidad.
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【摘要】
生境保护的最小斑块面积标准反映了一项保护原则, 即单个大生境斑块 (SL) 比总面积相同的多个小斑块（SS）具有更高的生物多样性 (SL > SS)。然而，这一原则往往并不正确。相反，生物多样性保护更需要强调对大量小斑块的保护（SL > SS）。我们使用了一个报告了数百个斑块物种丰度的全球数据库，以评估面积远小于生物多样性保护的典型最小斑块面积标准（约 85% 的斑块小于 100 公顷）的小斑块系统是否符合 SL > SS 原则。本研究共分析了包含 1190 个斑块、4401 个物种的 76 个集合群落。在每个集合群落中，我们对物种-面积积累曲线进行重取样，以评估物种多样性对大生境生境或多个小斑块破碎化生境的响应。与 SL > SS 原则相反，且与以前的综合性研究相一致，我们发现增加多个小斑块以达到相同的累积面积时，物种丰度累积上升更快 (45.2% SS > SL 比 19.9% SL > SS), 即使对于我们数据集中非常小的斑块也是如此。不同类群对生境破碎化的响应也存在差异，表明当需要保护给定面积的生境时，如果该生境由几个大斑块和尽可能多的小斑块组成，整体的生物多样性保护才最为有效。由于目前的最小斑块面积标准通常要求保护比本研究分析的小斑块面积更大的斑块，因此我们的结果表明，这种标准阻碍了生物多样性保护的努力。【翻译: 胡怡思; 审校: 聂永刚】
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INTRODUCTION
Human societies are under increasing pressure to halt ongoing biodiversity loss (Caro et al., 2022; Kremen & Merenlender 2018). Given the magnitude of current environmental impacts, this will require quickly protecting a considerable portion of Earth’s biomes (Dinerstein et al., 2019). Yet, understanding of natural phenomena remains at best partial across most of the planet (Hortal et al., 2015; Hughes, Orr, Ma et al. 2021). There is, therefore, an urgent need to evaluate general conservation principles for habitat protection in the face of limited knowledge about most ecosystems (Arroyo-Rodríguez et al., 2020; Fahrig et al., 2022).

One of the most widely applied general principles for biodiversity conservation is the SL > SS principle that a single large (SL) patch—or few large patches—has higher biodiversity than several small (SS) patches of the same cumulative area. The SL > SS principle, initially proposed by Wilson and Willis (1975) and Diamond (1975), was inspired by island biogeography theory and seems intuitive. However, historical (Quinn & Harrison 1988; Simberloff & Abele 1976) and more recent (Deane et al., 2020; Fahrig, 2020; Hammill & Clements 2020; Riva & Fahrig 2022) evidence shows the opposite SS > SL pattern: for the same cumulative area, a set of many small patches usually harbors more species than a set of a few large patches (Figure 1). In addition to the prevalence of the SS > SL pattern, many studies demonstrate high potential of small patches for conservation of rare species, provision of ecosystem services, landscape connectivity, and optimal reserve design (Bennett & Arcese 2013; Deane & He 2018; Han et al., 2022; Hunter et al., 2017; Riva & Fahrig 2023; Shafer, 1995; Tulloch et al., 2016; Valdés et al. 2020; Wintle et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2021).
Despite this body of evidence, the idea that habitat in large patches must be disproportionately important for biodiversity remains strongly entrenched in conservation (Fahrig et al., 2022; Wintle et al., 2019). Many environmental policies worldwide emphasize protection of large patches—a standard that stems from the SL > SS principle—with minimum patch sizes in habitat protection policies typically ranging from hundreds to thousands of hectares. For instance, in Mexico, forests must be > 100 ha to be eligible for the payment for ecosystem services program (CONAFOR, 2021). In the United States, protection of upland forests > 3000 ha is recommended for biodiversity conservation (Wallace & Tarr, 2012). In Europe, a “core area” > 10,000 ha is considered necessary for rewilding (Europarc Federation, 2013). Finally, globally, contiguous areas > 50,000 ha are recommended by the High Conservation Value Resource Network (Brown et al., 2013). These minima are typically much larger than many patches of native habitat, especially in anthropogenic landscapes (Taubert et al., 2018). It is likely that minimum patch size criteria are at least partly to blame for documented higher rates of habitat loss from small patches than from large patches around the world (Birch et al., 2022; Riva et al., 2022).

Empirical evidence suggesting that SS > SL could be a ubiquitous pattern elicits the question of whether this pattern can safely inform habitat protection decisions in understudied systems (Fahrig et al., 2022). However, skepticism persists around using the SS > SL pattern in conservation (Deane, 2022; Fletcher et al., 2018; Haddad et al., 2015). One reason underlying this might be that some studies suggest sensitivity to habitat fragmentation in some taxa. For instance, Krauss et al. (2010) suggest that fragmentation negatively affects vascular plants but not butterflies, whereas Keinath et al. (2017) suggest that amphibians are the most sensitive vertebrate taxon to habitat fragmentation. Nevertheless, the vast body of literature purporting to address fragmentation effects relies mainly on extrapolation of patch size effects measured using individual patches, assuming that such patch-scale effects must translate to analogous landscape-scale patterns (Hadley & Betts, 2016; Riva & Fahrig, 2023). This approach has been long identified as causing confusion in the conservation literature because it confounds effects of habitat area (loss) with effects of habitat configuration (fragmentation) (Fahrig, 2003; Hadley & Betts, 2016) (Figure 1; Wang et al., 2014). In turn, this confusion might have contributed to a premature shelving of the SLOSS
(Is biodiversity better protected in single large or several small patches?) research avenue, even though the SLOSS question accounts for cumulative habitat area when comparing large and small patches (Fahrig, 2017).

For the reasons described above, we, along with coauthors, recently called for a reevaluation and development of SLOSS research, particularly to better understand the conditions in which one can reasonably expect to find negative responses of biodiversity to habitat fragmentation (i.e., SL > SS) (Fahrig et al., 2022). We evaluated the SLOSS question with data from a relatively new database (Chase et al., 2019). Our analysis included 76 metacommunities, including 4401 species from a wide range of taxonomic groups and 1190 habitat patches. Because the smaller patches in these data sets are comparatively small relative to minimum patch size criteria, we used these data to test the utility of such criteria. We asked whether there are more species in several small than few large patches even when the small patches are much smaller than typical minimum patch size criteria. In our analysis, individuals in patches were sampled proportionally to their area, thus avoiding sampling bias that favors groups of many small patches over a few large ones in some analyses (Fahrig, 2020; Gavish et al., 2012). We repeated the analyses using random resamples, which allowed us to estimate uncertainty in the answer to the SLOSS question, for the first time. We also accounted for the relative sizes of small and large patches in each data set, a property recently demonstrated to influence the answer to the SLOSS question (Riva & Fahrig 2022).

**METHODS**

**SLOSS comparisons**

We assessed biodiversity responses to habitat fragmentation with SLOSS comparisons (Quinn & Harrison 1988), which juxtapose 2 species–area accumulation curves generated from a metacommunity of species inhabiting a set of patches (Figure 1d). In SLOSS comparisons, the 2 curves describe the cumulative number of species as a function of cumulative area, adding patches either from smallest to largest or from largest to smallest. From the relative position of the curves, one can infer that, for a given total habitat area, biodiversity is higher across more fragmented than less fragmented habitat (small-to-large curve above large-to-small curve, SS > SL); is higher across less fragmented than more fragmented habitat (large-to-small curve above small-to-large curve, SL > SS); or is not clearly related to fragmentation (curves cross, SS = SL). We define degree of fragmentation as the number of patches into which a given total area of habitat is divided (Figure 1). We chose SLOSS comparisons because they are one of the most conservative approaches to assess responses of biodiversity to habitat fragmentation. To report a positive (or negative) response of species richness to fragmentation, the accumulation curve representing SS (or SL) has to be higher across the entire species richness accumulation plot (Figure 1d). When this occurs, there is strong support for SS > SL (or SL > SS).

**Data set characteristics and preparation**

In the analyses, we used the FragSAD open data set (Chase et al., 2019). FragSAD includes 117 metacommunities defined by abundance estimates of species recorded in several habitat patches of (usually) known sizes. FragSAD includes data from different studies that assessed many different taxa, classified across 5 major taxonomic groups (plants, invertebrates, birds, mammals, and amphibians and reptiles [hereafter herptiles]). The data sets come from across the world and a diversity of environments (Figure 3; Appendix SI). We excluded FragSAD data sets containing too few patches for SLOSS comparisons. We also excluded patches for which area was missing, because SLOSS comparisons are strictly area based, and we excluded patches that were larger than 50% of the total area sampled in a data set, because these patches cannot be compared with an equal total area made up of smaller patches.

Although the FragSAD studies are heterogeneous in design (e.g., sampling effort and method), the database includes information on the species abundance distribution sampled in each patch from each data set, thereby allowing one to control sampling effort effects while synthesizing disparate data sets. This is important because sampling effort can cause bias in SLOSS analyses, specifically by inflating biodiversity in sets of many small patches when sampling intensity across patches is not proportional to patch area (Deane, 2022; Fahrig, 2020; Gavish et al., 2012).

In other words, SLOSS comparisons are unbiased only when sampling effort is constant on a per-area basis (i.e., when sets of patches that add to the same total area also add to the same total sampling effort) (Fahrig, 2020; Gavish et al., 2012). When comparing an equal total habitat area made of many small or a few large patches, one must also compare the same total sampling effort. We controlled for the number of individuals sampled in each patch as a way to ensure the same sampling effort across sets of patches totaling the same area. We also considered that in different data sets, the number of individuals sampled per unit effort might itself be related to patch area (Chase et al., 2020); therefore, we corrected the number of individuals sampled to account for such relationships, which were typically very weak (see also Riva & Fahrig 2023).

**Removing sampling bias**

Most ecological data sets—including many collected in FragSAD—are sampled more intensively in small patches than in large patches on a per-area basis. For instance, when all patches have the same sampling effort (e.g., the same number of transects), SLOSS comparisons are biased in favor of SS. To remove this bias and to estimate the uncertainty in the answer to SLOSS, we implemented a novel resampling procedure that generated 100 metacommunities from each data set, where the number of individuals sampled in each patch was proportional to patch size and individuals were resampled randomly without
replacement. The number of individuals sampled in each patch was determined by the lowest density of individuals per unit area observed across all patches in the given metacommunity. This was then multiplied by the area of each patch and adjusted for effects of patch size on the density of individuals, that is, for any relationship between patch size and the number of individuals sampled for an equal sampling effort in small and large patches (Chase et al., 2020) (Appendix S3). The procedure generates species lists across sets of patches derived from a constant sampling effort per area and accounts for any effect of patch size on the density of individuals. Importantly, the original lists are not estimated populations, but rather numbers of individuals of different species sampled per unit effort. Our sampling bias correction is based on a null expectation that the number of individuals of a given species in a patch is proportional to patch area. If a large patch A is 10 times the size of a small patch B, the population size of a given species will be approximately 10 times larger on patch A than on patch B.

The workflow was developed in R 4.1.3 (R Core Team, 2022). First, we filtered the data and retained 76 metacommunities inhabiting 1190 patches. Then, we implemented the bias control procedure by generating 100 unbiased samples for each metacommunity. From these, we performed 7600 SLOSS comparisons (Appendices S3 & S4). The 100 samples for each data set represented uncertainty in the SLOSS outcomes due to resampling of the original individuals observed in each patch. Next, we developed a script that automatically classified the SLOSS comparisons into SS > SL, SS = SL, or SL > SS (positive, uncertain, and negative relationship between biodiversity and fragmentation, respectively) (Figure 1d). This procedure indirectly accounts for the sizes of the populations found in sets of small and large patches because it is based on the species–abundance distribution of the metacommunities analyzed.

Modeling outcome of SLOSS comparisons across metacommunities

With the outcomes for the 7600 SLOSS comparisons as the response variable, we then fitted generalized linear mixed-effects models, including taxon and patch size evenness as fixed effects and a data set (metacommunity) identifier as a random effect. Patch size evenness of each data set was measured as Pielou’s evenness ($J' = H' / H_{\text{max}}$, where $H'$ is the Shannon entropy calculated as $\Sigma(\hat{p}_i \log(\hat{p}_i))$, where $\hat{p}_i$ is the proportion of the total area sampled in a data set accounted for by each patch i [Pielou, 1966]). We included patch size evenness in the model because previous work suggests that the answer to the SLOSS question strongly depends on the differences in size between the small and large patches of a given metacommunity (Riva & Fahrig 2022). The random effect for data set accounted for the dependency among the 100 SLOSS comparisons for each metacommunity. More details on model fitting and diagnostics are in Appendix S6. Data analyzed are openly available at https://data.dryad.org/stash/dataset?https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.595718c, and the R script is in Appendix S8 and at https://github.com/FedericoRiva/SLOSS_3.

RESULTS

Our synthesis included 4401 species and 1190 patches from 76 data sets—37 invertebrate, 12 mammal, 9 bird, 9 reptile, and 9 plant metacommunities (Figures 2–4). These metacommunities inhabited comparatively small patches; 85.4% of the patches were <100 ha (1 km$^2$) and 97.8% were <1000 ha (10 km$^2$) (Figure 2). The range in patch sizes was similar across taxa: mean (SD) of log$_{10}$ area ranged across taxa from 0.8 (0.6) to 1 (1.3) (Figure 2; Appendix S2).

In 19.9% of the SLOSS comparisons, biodiversity accumulated more rapidly in less fragmented than more fragmented habitat (SL > SS); there was no clear difference (SS = SL) in 34.7% of the comparisons; and biodiversity accumulated more rapidly in more fragmented than less fragmented habitat (SS > SL) in 45.2% of the comparisons (Figure 4; Appendices S4 & S5). Species richness was typically higher in sets of many small than few large patches for plants (81% vs. <1%), invertebrates (45.2% vs. 18.4%), birds (44.3% vs. 17.5%), and mammals (36.7% vs. 19.5%). Conversely, species richness of herptiles was typically higher in sets of a few large patches (21.6% vs. 48.8%).

Models confirmed the influence of taxonomic identity and patch size evenness on the answer to the SLOSS question (Figure 5; Appendices S6 & S7). For plants, invertebrates, birds, and mammals, the effects of taxon on the probability of SS > SL were positive, and the effects of taxon on the probability of SL > SS were negative, whereas the reverse was true for herptiles (Appendix S7). Responses of biodiversity to fragmentation were amplified at low patch size evenness (i.e., when small patches were much smaller than large patches within a data set). Thus, when more small patches were required to total the same area of a large patch, the difference between biodiversity in SS and SL was larger (Appendix S7). No clear fragmentation effect (SS = SL) was the most common outcome at high patch size evenness (e.g., evenness > 0.9) for every taxon except for plants, where SS > SL remained the most common outcome even at high patch size evenness. The SS = SL outcome became increasingly rare, generally in favor of SS > SL at low patch size evenness (e.g., evenness < 0.8), except in herptile data sets (Figure 5). The 89% credible intervals of parameter estimates did not overlap zero or overlapped zero only at the tail of the posterior parameter distribution (Appendix S7), confirming that the observed effects were substantial despite the broad array of metacommunities included in the analysis (Appendix S1).

DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that minimum patch size criteria do a disservice to biodiversity conservation. Like previous syntheses based on different data sets (Deane et al., 2020; Fahrig, 2020; Quinn & Harrison 1988), we found that, for the same total
**FIGURE 2** Distributions of habitat patch sizes reported in FragSAD (Chase et al., 2019) relative to typical minimum patch size criteria for all data sets combined (top) and for herptiles (111 patches), mammals (192 patches), birds (262 patches), invertebrates (524 patches), and plants (101 patches) (green bars below yellow shading, patches considered too small to have conservation value based on typical minimum patch size criteria [details in INTRODUCTION]).

**FIGURE 3** Spatial distribution of the 76 metacommunities in the analysis of species richness patterns. The SLOSS comparisons were conducted contrasting cumulative species richness pattern within sets of habitat fragments accumulated from small to large (SS) and from large to small (SL).
FIGURE 4 Results of empirical comparisons of cumulative species richness in single large (SL) or several small (SS) (SLOSS) areas performed on each of 100 resampled communities generated for each of the 76 metacommunities assessed (bars), overall (top), and separately for major taxa (bottom) (blue, species richness higher in sets of large patches, SL > SS for 19.9% of comparisons; red, species richness higher in sets of small patches, SS > SL for 45.2% of comparisons; gray, no clear difference in species richness between sets of small and sets of large patches, SS = SL for 34.7% of comparisons).

FIGURE 5 Probability of observing negative (blue), positive (red), and no (grey) relationships between biodiversity and habitat fragmentation as a function of taxon and habitat patch size evenness (SL, single large; SS, several small; error bars, 89% credible intervals). Patch size evenness is a continuous covariate (mean = 0.79 [SD 0.10]), but predictions are shown for 3 values (0.7, metacommunity patch size evenness relatively low, with patches in a metacommunity of very different sizes; 0.9, patch size evenness relatively high, with patches in a metacommunity of similar sizes).
habitat area, more species accumulated over many small patches than few large ones. Furthermore, in our data the individual patches making up the small-patch accumulations were much smaller than typical patch size criteria (Figure 2). This means the patches that contributed most to biodiversity on a per-area basis were those that would not qualify for protection under most minimum patch size criteria. Additionally, it strongly suggests that imposing minimum patch size criteria is counterproductive for biodiversity conservation. Although such criteria may be imposed for practical reasons (Fahrig et al., 2022; Shafer, 1995), there is no evidence supporting the biodiversity arguments that are often used to justify them. Importantly, this does not mean that large habitat remnants should be reduced in size. Instead, it means that many conservation opportunities are being lost because small patches are not recognized for their large biodiversity potential on a per-area, cumulative basis.

Interesting differences emerged among major taxonomic groups. For instance, our results suggest that conserving small patches is especially important for protecting Earth’s flora because SL > SS was extremely rare when assessing plants (Figures 4 & 5). This result is consistent with the fact that plants have higher intercepts than animals in species–area relationships (Blackburn et al., 2021). Perhaps the same patch area is functionally larger for plants than for animals because plants are sessile, and thus many plant populations can occur in smaller areas than many animal populations. In addition, the higher microhabitat heterogeneity expected across sets of many small patches than expected with few large ones (Laskey & Keitt, 2013) might more strongly increase plant biodiversity. Although positive relationships between biodiversity and habitat fragmentation are also common for birds, invertebrates, and mammals, where SS > SL was at least twice as likely as SL > SS, the opposite pattern occurred for herptiles (Figures 4 & 5). We speculate that negative fragmentation effects on herptiles might be due to their high mortality in the nonhabitat or matrix portions of landscapes. Consistent with this, herptiles are the group of vertebrates whose populations are most affected by roads and traffic (Rytwinski & Fahrig, 2012). Therefore, when implementing a policy meant to benefit biodiversity, protection should be extended to as many small patches as possible, while also including 1 or a few large patches suitable for herptiles. Thus, our results support the landscape planning strategy proposed by Arroyo-Rodríguez et al. (2020): in human-dominated, naturally forested regions, protected and restored forest should occur mainly in small patches but there should also be at least a single large patch.

Although some species requiring large amounts of habitat likely have already disappeared from human-dominated regions (Chetcuti et al., 2020; Riva et al., 2023; Vellend et al., 2017), there is little evidence that these species are generally negatively affected by fragmentation if sufficient habitat is available, such that remnant patches are within reach for dispersal. On the contrary, empirical and theoretical work demonstrates that biodiversity in some metacommunities persists more readily in large numbers of small patches, even if populations inhabiting such small patches are isolated and exposed to higher extinction risks (Hammill & Clements, 2020; Luo et al., 2022; Wang & Altermatt, 2019). In addition, many small patches harbor more specialist species and more species of conservation concern than few large patches (Fahrig, 2020; Riva & Fahrig, 2023). And finally, there is currently no support for the assumption that extinction debt depletes biodiversity in sets of small patches more than in a few large patches (Riva & Fahrig, 2022). In all, protecting a very large number of small patches that sum to a high total habitat density across a landscape appears to be an effective solution for sustaining most species (Riva & Fahrig, 2023). This also applies in unexpected conditions; for example, carnivores across Europe are expected to rely strongly on large patches, but are currently showing widespread population recovery across patchy anthropogenic landscapes (Chapron et al., 2014). Importantly, for a given landscape extent, matrix quality, and cumulative habitat area, patches of habitat fragmented into many small patches are more connected than a few patches of continuous habitat because the former are typically closer together (Chetcuti et al., 2020; Fahrig et al., 2022). The higher landscape-scale connectivity of fragmented habitat might partly explain the high potential of many small patches for metacommunity persistence (Luo et al., 2022; Wang & Altermatt, 2019).

Why are the small patches in the Chase et al. (2019) data compilation so much smaller than typical minimum patch size criteria? One hint is the fact that the data sets for the different taxa analyzed had similar patch size distributions (Figure 2; Appendix S2). This suggests that the patches assessed in conservation research typically reflect the land-use patterns of the study region, which can be remarkably consistent globally (e.g., Taubert et al., 2018), rather than researchers selecting patch sizes to match assumed area requirements of the studied taxa (Hendriks et al., 2009). For studies in human-dominated regions, where most patches are small, this will result in studied patches that are much smaller than minimum patch size criteria. The resulting large number of such small patches in the data set was ideal for testing the minimum patch size concept.

For herptiles, the only taxonomic group differing from the SS > SL pattern, the large patches were slightly smaller than for the other taxa (Figure 2). However, it is unlikely that the higher prevalence of SL > SS for herptiles was an artifact of these smaller large patches. If anything, we would have expected the opposite of our finding that these smaller large patches harbored more species than sets of smaller patches because we would have expected them to be subject to higher extinction risk (Riva & Fahrig, 2022). Furthermore, creation of large numbers of small (typically <0.1 ha) ponds has been a successful strategy to bolster the recovery of amphibians in Switzerland (Moor et al., 2022). Perhaps, herptiles diverged from the general SS > SL pattern in our analysis because the metacommunities we studied occurred in landscapes with low amounts of remnant habitat. We could not evaluate this possibility because the locations of the patches are not provided in the FragSAD database.

Ultimately, our results suggest that minimum patch size criteria should be abandoned when the goal is to protect biodiversity in human-dominated landscapes. We acknowledge that defining what exactly patches and habitats are is an ongoing
conversation in ecology and conservation (Dennis et al., 2006; Fahrig, 2013). Bypassing these important debates, the major take-home message of our results is that bits of habitat as small as 0.1–1 ha (Figure 2) consistently contribute to cumulative biodiversity across a variety of systems and taxa (see also Deane & He [2018]) and should therefore be valued. This will not be possible until policy and management targeting biodiversity conservation break free from minimum patch size criteria.
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